Longwood Office Sets
Location and Price List 


Binders - Hutch (black and grey)
Misc - Knowledge for 10 simoleons each
For use with the Longwood set desks, these binders fit inside the desk hutch. 
Deco only.

Binders - Surface (black and grey)
Misc - Knowledge for 10 simoleons each
A full object version of the hutch binders for use on any surface. 
Working bookcases.

Books (6 variations)
Misc - Knowledge for 300 simoleons each
For use with the Longwood set desks, these books fit inside the end bookcase. 
Working all-skills bookcases.
NOTES: to have the books selectable in the game, the desk needs to be placed on top of them. You can place the desk, then place the books, as long as you then reselect the desk. They can also be a little hard to click on in the game. Mouse slowly all over them in closest view to most easily find the clickable spots. 

Chair - Office (8 colours - no arms)
Seating - Other for 200 simoleons
Working chair.

Chair - Executive (8 colours - arms)
Seating - Other for 250 simoleons
Working chair.

Clocks (8 wood tones)
Decorative - Other for 250 simoleons each
Working clocks.

Computer Tower - Hutch
Electronics - Video for 50 simoleons
For use with the Longwood set desks, this computer tower fits inside the desk hutch.
Deco only.

Computer Tower - Surface
Electronics - Video for 50 simoleons
A full object version of the hutch tower for use on any surface. 
Deco only.

Computer Monitor, Keyboard & Mouse
Electronics - Video for 1500 simoleons
For use with the Computer Tower (hutch or surface) object. Can also be used alone as a modern 'all in one' computer. 
Working computer.

Desks (8 wood tones)
Surfaces - Desks for 800 simoleons
3 tiled desks with empty hutch on first tile and empty bookcase on third tile. Can place objects on all 3 desk tiles.
The book objects add a working bookcase to the third tile and the binders or computer tower fit in the first tile hutch. 
Working desk/surface.

File Drawers (single and double)
Surfaces - End Tables for 70 simoleons
Stackable surfaces. Can put more drawers or other items on top.
Working end table/surface.

Paper Bin
Misc - Other for 25 simoleons
Working trashcan.

Pen Holder
Decorative - All for 10 simoleons
Deco only.

Printer
Electronics - Other for 250 simoleons
Deco only.




Walls
Priced at 2 simoleons each.

Floors
Priced at 2 simoleons each.

